Xacta® 360
The solution you need for continuous IT risk management. The evidence you need for ongoing security compliance.

Today’s enterprises face a growing number of complex IT risks, both internal and external to the organization. These challenges call for a flexible and responsive solution for visualizing your threat landscape, supporting risk-based decision-making, and ensuring compliance with rigorous security standards across the enterprise.

For the nation’s most security-conscious organizations, that solution is here. Introducing Xacta 360 – the proven solution for IT risk management and compliance, now with powerful new capabilities for the AWS cloud. It’s available as a SaaS and AMI offering in AWS US East/West Regions and GovCloud, and as a hosted or on-premises solution.

Xacta 360: Manage, access, and visualize data for risk management across your enterprise.

Xacta 360 enables security professionals to effectively manage risk on a day-to-day basis through continuous assessment and ongoing authorization of their on-premises and cloud computing environments. By automating the processes involved in complying with government and business security mandates, Xacta 360 provides organizations a comprehensive view of their security and compliance posture for immediate analysis and action.

Xacta 360 analyzes IT asset information collected seamlessly from a variety of systems including workloads based in the AWS cloud. It identifies, tracks, tests, and helps remediate security risks from the system up to the enterprise, and continuously monitors and audits compliance with the appropriate standards. Xacta 360 is the solution of choice for managing complex IT risk environments and compliance processes in the cloud, on-premises, and in hybrid environments.

Xacta 360: Automate redundant work to get you compliant faster and keep you compliant more efficiently.

Xacta 360’s advanced inheritance and adaptive controls mapping capabilities have automated a considerable number of the redundant tasks involved in getting and staying compliant, enabling you to easily reuse, or inherit, existing work. Eliminating redundant and manual effort allows you to focus on the mission of understanding and maintaining awareness of your risk and compliance posture much more quickly.

Wherever your enterprise systems and applications reside...

Optimized for AWS workloads
Xacta can save you up to 90 percent in time and effort by eliminating many of the manual and redundant steps in AWS cloud security compliance.
Xacta 360’s inheritance capabilities allow you to inherit not just control validation status for each shared or common control, but also the labor-intensive work such as controls implementations and test procedures. Xacta 360 can automatically inherit the details for implementing security controls for most of the systems and applications you manage — whether on-premises or in the AWS cloud.

Xacta 360 enables users to group enterprise services into security boundaries that can then be inherited quickly and simply. Continuous monitoring and auditing help you make sure that these pre-validated configurations remain compliant or alert you if there is drift.

Xacta templates make it easy to operationalize NIST security guidance.

Xacta 360 offers templates that orchestrate the processes and reporting involved in the leading NIST security frameworks and standards, including the NIST Risk Management Framework, NIST Cybersecurity Framework, NIST FedRAMP, and NIST SP 800-171.

Adaptive controls mapping allows you to relate hundreds of NIST controls to those of other frameworks and standards, such as ISO, HIPAA, PCI DSS, and others, including future revisions of frameworks. Validate NIST controls, and apply those results wherever needed. Xacta 360 accelerates time-to-compliance so you can focus more on managing risk for your organization.

Xacta 360: Engineered for AWS Cloud

Validating the security of cloud-based assets consumes a lot of time and resources. Business and IT decision-makers cite this challenge as a major stumbling block in moving to the cloud.

To address these challenges, Xacta 360 has been optimized to smooth the security compliance of workloads and systems based in the AWS cloud. With Xacta 360, you can inherit the pre-vetted security controls of the AWS services you use as well as streamline the multiple steps involved in validating the compliance of your own workloads.

Using both Xacta 360 and AWS, you can reach and maintain security compliance in the cloud up to 90 percent faster, so you can move to the cloud and start getting its benefits that much sooner.

Helpful Concierge Support

Telos Concierge Services speed time-to-value by providing application support, access to a customer support portal, and limited subject matter expertise for Xacta 360.

Complete Professional Services

Telos offers a full range of professional services to ensure you get the maximum value and productivity from your Xacta risk management and compliance solution.

Available on the AWS Marketplace

Visit aws.amazon.com/marketplace/ and search for Xacta 360 to get started with your deployment as either an AMI or SaaS version.

Please contact us for more information on protecting your enterprise with Xacta 360.

“"The two things organizations are demanding in GRC-related solutions are ease of use as well as relevant analytics and reporting. Organizations need 360° situational awareness of their risks in a context that is meaningful and relevant. Xacta is delivering this ease of use and situational awareness.”

Michael Rasmussen, GRC 20/20
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